
spectrum had been considered to be
accurately constant at suMciently Iow

pressures. It was, however, found in

the course of research on the Stark

modulation atomic cloclc (5) by the

attthor and his coworkers, that the

frequency given by this atomic clock

does shift downward with the decrease

in the ammonia gas pressttre (6--8).

    Then, the frequency given by the

atomic clock was plotted versus the

square of Stark electric field for vcfirious

pressures of Åíhe ammonia gas, and the

cvtrves thus obtained al} became very

nearly para}lei straight lines (Fig. i).

Fro!n this, the above frequency shift
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                                   ABSTRACT

        The shift of the center frequency of an ammonia inversion spectrum (f==K=:3)
     was accurately measured, when the gas wa$ pure ammonia and when some fDreign
     gas was mixed, respectively. The valtte of a which is the ratio of frequency shift
    to Ayt, (pressure broadening) was determined to be (2.8Jl'O.1)Å~10-2, the ratio of
     frequency shift to gas pressure to be (O.77:lil'O.02) Mc,immKg, and the collision
     broadening parameter ,c to be (27.5:'tzt'O.1) Mc/mmHg, when the ammonia purity is
    about 94e% and the half-half width, dy==3501[c/s.
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can be ascribed to the shift of the center frequency of the used inversioR spectrum.

The measurement of the frequency shift was done about the pure ammonia and
about the gas mixed with some foreign gas, respectively.

2. Experimental apparatus

    For the measurement of the frequency shift and the haif-haif width dv, a fre-

quency comparator and a quartz chronometer (100kc/s) were used. The former is

a component of the atornic ciock (Fig. 2) and illustrated in Fig. 3, and the Iatter

has a stability better than 1Å~10-7/day and an accttracy a}most the same as the

original accuracy (2Å~10-8) of the JJY signal. In fact, the above quartz ckrono-

meter was calibrated by using the standard waves of 5Mc/s from JJY. Though
the radio waves refiected by the ionosphere are accompanied by the freqttency shift

(Doppler effect) caused by the movement of the ionospkere, the author has ascertained

from his long time observation (9) that during daytime there occurs ordinarily no

Doppler shift as !arge as 1Å~10-S in the 5Mc/s waves received in Kyoto.
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uniguide and the matching section on the output side of the cell. The phase shifter

is used to test the matching of the microwave circuit. It has a voltage standing

wave ratio within 1.11 at about 23,870Mc/s and can shift the phase of the input

microwave signal by more than 3/4Rg (Ag: guide wave}ength).
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    The iRput microwave to the Stark cell of the frequency 23,870Mc/s is about

6lxW iR power, teo weak to cause saturation breadening (11) and is produced by

frequency multipliers of variotts types from the crystal oscillator of the frequency

8.28825Mc/s and has an emough signal to noise ratio, since it was ascertained by a

beat measurement at 8,OOOMc/s with another crystal controlled frequency standard.

    In order to keep the wall temperature of the Stark cell constant, a heating wire

was wound on the outside of the ce}1 through the whole length with asbestos sheets

as separator, and a mercury thermostat was set at the center so as to contact tightly

with the wider face. This is absolutely necessary:

    (a) to be used when eliminating the substitution effecS which is to be Iater

        described,

    (b) to keep the pressure of ammonia constant because it changes due to the

        variation in tlie adsorption by the wall with the wall temperature even if

        the cell is completely outgased,

    (c) to keep zfy constant, since it may change with the gas temperature.

In the experiment, the ceil wall was kept at the temperatures: 44.4, 40.8, 36.8,
31.9 :iFL O.30C.

    The pressure measureinent of the gas was done by using both Pirany gauge and

vibration type quartz fiber pressure meter (14). The former is suitable for fast and

continuous measurement but has zero point drift, while the latter takes more time

for measurement (about 30 seconds at 4.2Å~20-3mmHg) but has an absolttte accuracy

better than 5Å~10-2 in the pressure region about from 1Å~10H`mmHg to 2Å~10-2 mmHg.

3. Experimental procedure

    Before the measurement ef the frequency shift, the calibration of the quartz

chronometer has to be finished. Then, the ammonia gas is introdttced into the Stark

cell and set at the worl<ing pressure of about 2Å~10-3 mmHg and thematching of the

microwave circuit is completed by means of two matching sections which have each

five matching stubs. The five stubs on each s2de of the cell are adjusted to ensure

that the frequency of the atomic clock does not vary with the phase change of the

microwave. This is necessary to eliminate errors due to gas dispersion (5). The

final accuracy of the atomic clock depends en this adjustment. When adjusting, the

frequency is counted by the frequency comparater against the phcase change artificiaily

caused by the phase shifter.

    The measurement of dp was earried out wiÅí1} the frequency control loop open,

by changing' manually the frequency of the crystal osciilator within 100 c/s at 8.28825

Mc/s to trace the two absorption curves (with an(l without Stark field).

    By c}etecting the maximum points of the 5kc/s error signal, the frequencies ym
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and v;n of the maximum gradient of the curves can be determined.

    liv is calculated from v;.-y. (6) in this case when the modulation frequency is

5kc/s and the sweep width is about 60kc/s. The stability of the crystal oscillator

of the atomic clock with the servo-loop open is better than 2Å~10-'8 during one mea-

surement which takes about 30 seconds. But the final accuracy of dy is limited by

the signal to noise ratio of the frequency comparator and estimatecl to be 1Å~10-7 or

2.5 kc/s at 23,870 Mc/s.

    The measurement of the shift of the center frequency was carried out by measur-

ing the frequency y, (the frequency of the cross point of the two curves) by the

frequency rate meter of the frequency comparator with the servo-loop closed.

4. Substitution of ammonia mo}ecules

    As reported before (7, 8, 9), the center frequeRcy shifts downward for a few days

after the introduction of the gas into the Stark cell. So the sample gas contained in

the cell for 7 days was analyzed by means of mass-spectNorneter and the result

showed the remarkable decrease in the partial pressttre of the ammonia gas (in an

extreme case, from 9496 to 209of). This fact corresponds to the substitution of

ammonia molecules by foreign gas molecules contained in the cell wall and the fre-

qaency shift downward can partially be explained by the decrease in the partlal

                                               'pressttre of ammonia gas.

    The substitution, on the other hand, seems to occur connected with the adsorp-

tion (11) by, and the evaporation from, the cell wall at different temperatures.

    In turn, the measurement of the frequency shift of ammonia spectrum is expected

to give a means to investigate the adsorption character of a wall.

5. Frequency shift by self-broadening

    To eliminate the substitution effect, the Starl< cell was treated in the following

way, before it was used. The cell was kept at the pressure of about2Å~10-SmmHg

and at the temperature of about 450C during daytime and ieft off pumping and

heating in the night for 3 weeks and then it was filled with dense fresh ammonia

gas (of purity of about 9496) for a full week.

    The above gas and cell were used, with the pressure reduced to the working

value (about 2Å~10-3mmHg). The measured values of the center frequeRcy and dv

using the above gas and celi completely coincided with those using ammonia gas of

Purity of 94.0o/ which value was checked by mass-spectrometer analysis. Thus, it is

certain that the cell treated in the above-mentioned way is completely free from the

substitution effect.

    Fig. 5 sliows the frequency shift versus the pressure of ammonia gas, P. The
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upper part of the curve (in the pressure region above some

straight and the lower part makes downward deviatioR from

latter might be less reliable since the measurement of the

lower pressure yegion is far more diMcult than in the larger.

lli'k•

5 kc/s

x  
  
  

 x/

x

x

3Å~10"3 mmHg) is quite

 the straight line. The

partial pressure in the

ILsec /

                  O 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
                                  Total pressure (Å~10-3mmHg)

                 Fig. 5. Frequency shift versus pressure of ammonia
                        gas. The cell wall temperature is indicated,

    The frequency shift relative to the ammonia pressure was determined to be
O.77Å}• O.02Mc/s/mmHg at dy=350kc/s. Therefore, in order to realize a precise

frequency standard of an accuracy better than 5Å~10Hg using the ammonia spectrum

(ye=23,870Mc/s) at the gas pressure of about 2Å~10-3mmHg, the fiuctuation of the

partial pressure of ammonia gas should be kept within 1496 or 2.8Å~10-` mmKg.

    Fig. 6 shows dv versus P. Since the wall collision broadening dvtv and the

Doppler broadening dvd are considered constant, so that the result can be represented,

if 2t is assumed that dyp/P ==tg is constant (12), by the expressions (2, 18):

    dy == dvp+dvwÅÄdvd below some 4Å~10-3 mmHg,
    dv == {(dyp+dyw)2+(dpd)2}ii2 between some 4Å~10-3 and 1.6Å~10-2mmHg,

   dv == {(dyp)2+(dv.)2+(dvd)2}ii2 above sorne 1.6Å~10-2mmHg,

where dvwand dyd are assigned respectively the values 52.6 kc/s and 34.9kc/s which

are ca}culated from
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                dvw == 5(aa+bb) (S}) 'i2 kc/s (14),

                dvd = 3.58Å~lo-7(ii})ii2v, kc/s (ls) ,

T= 2740K and X-band wave guide is used.
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                        3 6 9 l2 15 l8
                                     PIressure (Å~10 `immHg)

                  Fig. 6. dp versus pressure of ammonia gas. The
                         cell wall temperature is indicated.

    The value of dvw+dvd at P=O obtained by extrapoiation from the curve dv=:

dpf,-ledyw--dyd becomes 85 t2kc/s, which agrees well with the value 87.5kc/s result-

ing from the values dv.--52.6kc/s and dyd= 34.9kc/s in the above.

    Thus, the relation dvp=:tcP and the expressions for dy might be demonstrated to

hold in the pressure region 1Å~10-2 to 2Å~10-2mmHg, and collisioR broadenlng para-

meter rc was determined to be 27.5Å}O.1 Mc/s/mmHg. Fig. 7 shows the frequency

shift versus dyp which was derived from Fig. 5 by using the relation dvp==rcP. The

absorption coethcient ev !s given by the expression (17) :

                         at= Clfo(Ayp)2
                             (v-yoÅ} advp)2+ (dvp)2 '
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where po is the center frequency of the absorptioR curve and evo is the absorption

coeMcient at y:=-Lyo. Thevalue of a was determined to be (2.8Å}-O.1)Å~10-2 at dy =350

kc/s whick is selected since it is situated on the linear part and when the ammonia

purity is about 94.0oi. At'lower pressttyes, the larger values are obtained. Tomita*

gave the value O.18 theoretically.

    The temperature dependence of frequency shift (19) and dy had been one of the

research items, but the author was unable to finish it because of the following
circumstances. To obtain ca measurable change in Ay, it is necessary to make a con-

siderab;e change in the temperature as large as 1000C at least. It is, however,
connected with some dithcttlties, since a large temperature vari'ation causes partial

pressure change due to both or either of the selective adsorption and the substitution

effect excited in the cell and further ln the present case, teflon spacers cannot stand

such a large temperature variation.
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6. Frequeney shift when foreign gas is mixed

    The frequency shift of ammonia inversion spectrum was also measured when some
forelgn gas was leaked into the cell containing the ammonia gas at the pressure of

about 2Å~10'3mmHg and dy=140kc/s. Fig. 8 shows the frequency shift versus dyp
of ammonia gas, each line being specified by the name of leaked foreign gas. All

values of a have become negaiive, as shown in Table I and the author is sure of this

result, thoggh it is inexplicable for the present. Fig. 8 shows also the frequency shift

of ammonia gas when the foreign gas was mixed at equa} pressures before the
introduction of the gas into the Stark cell. The measurement gives alse the negative

'is.
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                Fig. 8. Frequency shift versus tota] gas pressure. The
                      cell wall temperature is indicated for each curve.

value of a for all the foreign gases. The large shift when aceton was mixed might

be considered to be connected with the absorption by aceton at frequencies very Rear

23,870Mc/s (20). The author, however, cannot come to any definite conclusion,
considering that the absorption lines of aceton at those frequencies are very weak (21),

while the used ammonia line is very strong. Either or both of the measurements of

frequency shift and dy might be useful for investigation of reactioR rcate of a gas

reactlng on ammoma gas.
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  Table I.

Gas

NH,
Air

H,O
C6ff6

C2Hr.OH

CH,OH
(CH3)2CO

 Molecular dipole
moment (in Debye)

1.47

o

1.8

o

!.7

1.7

2.7

Value of a

 (2.8 Å}O.1 )Å~10-2

- (O.27Å}O.05) Å~ 10-2

- (O.19Å}O.05) Å~ 10-2

-(O.82Å}O.05)xiO-2
- (O.56Å}O.05) Å~ 10-2

-(2.5 Å}O.5 )Å~10-2

-(36 ll:-[- 10 )Å~10-2
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